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Abstract—While mobile devices are ubiquitous, their support-
ing communication infrastructure is cost-effective only in densely
populated urban areas and is often lacking in rural settings. This
lack of connectivity leads to lost opportunities in applications
such as rural emergency preparedness and response. Peer-to-
peer exchange that uses predictable human mobility can enable
delay-tolerant information access in rural settings. We propose,
an adaptive distributed solution for device-to-device Connectivity
Optimization via REinforcement Learning (CORE) in wireless
adhoc networks. Our solution is designed for collaborative
distributed agents with intermittent connectivity and limited
battery power, but predictable mobility within short temporal
horizons. We seek to maximize the utility of connection attempts
while keeping the power expenditure within a predefined battery
budget. Agents learn to adaptively make automated decisions for
when to attempt connections and exchange information, based
on a local RL model of their mobility and that of other agents
they learn about from exchanges. Using both synthetic and real-
world mobility traces, we demonstrate that agents are able to
materialize 95% of the possible connections using 20% of their
battery and successfully adapting to changes in the underlying
mobility patterns within several days of learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern smartphone software typically relies on a client-

server communication paradigm and continuous Internet ac-

cess. There are, however, many non-centralized application

settings including communications in rural infrastructure-

challenged areas [41], disaster response coordination and

information dissemination and coordination for displaced pop-

ulations [24] and social movements [27]. The above have

led to proposals of wireless ad hoc networks (WANETs) and

corresponding routing protocols that enable end-to-end delay-

tolerant connectivity [14]. The focus in WANET research

is often on the network layer, since routing in a constantly

evolving ad hoc topology poses significant challenges. Ensur-

ing connectivity at the data link layer in WANETs, however,

also poses important challenges, especially for modern energy-

hungry smartphone devices utilized for navigation, photogra-

phy, gaming and augmented reality on top of communication.

Ad hoc connectivity at the data link layer among personal

smartphones (peers) hinges on adaptive modeling of human

mobility in the context of constrained power resources. Specif-

ically, devices require predictive decision making for when and

where to attempt to connect to peers, since continuous peer

discovery is infeasible in terms of energy demand [11]. Past

analysis of mobile phone traces has demonstrated that human

mobility, although variable, is largely predictable [23], [31],
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Fig. 1: An example summary of daily trajectories (thicker lines represent
more traveled routes) for three people in a rural area where cellular or
broadband connectivity is lacking or intermittent. Person 1 (red) and 2 (blue)
travel to the same office and back to their homes and occasionally make stops
to a cafe, a store and the post office. Person 3 (green) travels to a farm the
store, cafe and the post office. The “typical” trajectories are spatio-temporal,
i.e. while all three go to the store, they might be going at different times.

thus, opening the door for model-driven data link connectivity.

However, mobility in rural areas, during social unrest or disas-

ter response and other application scenarios for WANETs, may

not be fully stationary. For example, recent analysis of human

mobility during natural disasters showed deviations from non-

disaster periods [36]. Hence our main research question in this

work is: How to maximize the number of peer-to-peer (p2p)

connections in WANETs under battery constraints by adaptive

distributed modeling of individual and population mobility?

Consider, for example, emergency-related information ex-

change among rural residents from a community with missing

or limited broadband and cellular connectivity (Fig 1). Given a

finite battery, deciding when to enable wireless interfaces and

discover peers is critical for successful p2p connections and

exchange with minimal battery footprint. For the example in

Fig 1, assume that person 3 (green) has access to the Internet

only at their home. They will receive and store up-to-date

emergency information on their device at home and it will

be critical to learn when and where their typical trajectories

intersect with those of other residents (e.g., at the cafe, store

and post office) so that the information can be pushed to others

at times when they are co-located, albeit offline. While we will

keep rural emergency information exchange as our example

application, optimizing mobility-informed data link connectiv-

ity is equally important in other WANET applications such as

connectivity in refugee camps, during disaster-caused network

disruptions and as part of social movements coordination.

There are three key challenges in maximizing p2p con-

nections based on predictive mobility modeling. First, the

optimization and decision making needs to be distributed

with partial information at each device. This requirement in978-1-6654-4108-7/21/$31.00 c©2021 IEEE



WANETs is by design as the premise is that global connectiv-

ity is impossible, hence devices need to “learn” about others’

mobility based on encounters. Second, smartphone batteries

impose energy constraints on peer discovery and connections

for exchange. Finally, although human mobility is largely

predictable [23], [31], over a long time horizons and upon

perturbations (e.g., natural disasters), there may be changes to

typical trajectories. Hence, discovery needs to be adaptive to

individual and global mobility changes.

To address the above challenges, we propose CORE
(Connectivity Optimization via REinforcement learning): a

data link protocol for WANETs that is distributed, adaptive

to changes in device mobility and energy-aware. To enable

distributed decisions, we learn (i) a device-specific local and

(ii) global trajectory mobility models, where the latter is

updated upon successful mobility information exchanges with

peers. We employ a reinforcement learning (RL) strategy

for connection attempt decisions attuned to recent mobility

observations, and thus capable of adapting to changes in the

mobility patterns. CORE is energy-aware as it learns to

distribute a fixed energy budget for p2p connectivity in time.

Using both synthetic and real-world traces, we demonstrate

that CORE agents are able to materialize up to 95% of

the possible connection opportunities. Agents are also able to

quickly adapt to changes in the underlying mobility patterns.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose an adaptive ad hoc protocol CORE that

maximizes device-to-device connections under power usage

constraints based on mobility-aware reinforcement learning.

• We characterize a realistic power consumption model for

Android smartphones communicating over WiFi Direct.

• We evaluate CORE on synthetic and real-world mobility

traces and demonstrate that agents can materialize up to 95%
of potential connections with 20% of their battery capacity.

• We demonstrate that CORE can adapt to changes in

the underlying mobility, employing only a short window of

observations exchanged among devices.

II. RELATED WORK

WANET delay tolerant communication research in dates back

to the PRNET project [16] over 5 decades ago. This rich

research area encompasses a wide variety of applications:

emergency response and coordination [1]–[3], data dissem-

ination [12], [20], [21], defense [17], sensing [25], [28], dis-

tributed mobile computation [30] and others. Works addressing

challenges in the protocol stack make specific assumptions

about the data link layer and focuses on multi-hop routing [14],

[37], media access control [22] and multi casting [26]. For

example, protocols for routing typically assume a short-term

“fixed” topology in which information is routed without global

knowledge. Our work on battery-efficient distributed link for-

mation is complementary to protocols for routing as it focuses

on predictive modeling of peer connection opportunities.

Modeling and mining human mobility based on real longi-

tudinal traces have demonstrated that human mobility exhibits

recurrent patterns and can be successfully predicted with

N,T Number of agents, number of time points within a day

Lt
i = {l

t
i} Location history of agent ai, l

t
i is location at time t

B Daily budget in i) number of connections or ii) % battery

bti Current available budget for agent i at time t

M Agent’s memory for past interactions, in #days

D
g
i , D

l
i Agent’s models for global and local (own) behavior

α Confidence interval for expected reward comparison

µk,t,Σk,t Mean and covariance for trajectory k at time t

spk,t Trajectory aggregate conditional probability

wk Trajectory weight

PD(l, t) Total probability density at location l and time t, by model D

β Model persistence/decay coefficient

TABLE I: Notations used throughout the paper.

significant accuracy [23], [31]. In the fields of geographi-

cal information systems and data mining, human mobility

observations are typically modeled as geo-spatial trajecto-

ries [13]. A number of analytics methods and corresponding

applications have been proposed for trajectory data including

hotspot detection [33], [34], trajectory mining [40], [42] and

trajectory clustering [4], [5]. While the above work has wide

implications for urban transportation, planning and resource

management, advertisement and recommendations, to the best

of our knowledge such models have not been previously

employed to optimize WANET connectivity.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a natural fit for our problem

setting since devices are exposed to limited and incremen-

tally acquired local information. Battery constraints and non-

stationary also require a balance between prior (exploitation)

and new observations (exploration)— a classical trade-off

in RL. The model in CORE has parallels to multi-armed

bandits [35], [39], particularly their budgeted versions and

more generally budgeted RL [6], [18]. However, the specific

dependencies between arms (spatio-temporal decisions) pre-

vent simultaneous choice of all arms and the shared budget

across time introduces unique challenges for our setting.

Existing spatio-temporal applications of RL focus on resource

allocation including sensor placement [9], [38] and bike [19]

or taxi sharing [15]. Multi-agent coordination in different non

spatio-temporal settings has also been proposed for inference

and coordinated channel selection [8], [32].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Before we formally define the problem we introduce some

necessary notation summarized in Table I. We assume a

set of N participating agents (devices), where each agent

ai, i ∈ [1, N ] records their spatio-temporal location lti =
{lat, lon} at regular time points t = 0 . . . T throughout a day.

Irregular/missing locations can be interpolated via standard

techniques. Since smartphones run multiple applications, only

a limited fraction of their battery can be dedicated for peer

discovery without limiting their general usability. Hence, in

our framework each device has a finite budget B for p2p

connections across time points T . We first assume that B is

measured in number of discovery attempts and in Sec. IV-D



redefine it as realistic battery drain for Android devices

establishing p2p Wi-Fi Direct connections.

When a device establishes a connection with a peer, it shares

its location history and that of other devices it has interacted

with for a predefined past interval of M days. Thus, an agent

ai has access to its own location history LM
i and the partial

location histories of a subset of other devices {LM
j }, j 6=

i, j ∈ [1, N ]. Note that successful exchanges lead to more

information about others’ mobility and even more successful

exchanges in turn. Based on the above input and definitions

we are ready to define our connectivity optimization problem:

Definition 1: Connectivity Optimization for WANETs:

Given the location history LM
i of agent ai, the partial location

histories of peers LM
j , and a remaining budget bti at time t,

design a decision function d(i, t) for a connection attempt at

time t to maximize the daily successful connections.

The above definition seeks to maximize ai’s connections,

and since we assume a collaborative system of N symmetric

agents, our goal is to maximize the total realized connections.

Note that if the actual future locations for all agents during the

day is known, the problem of scheduling when to connect can

be trivially solved. In our setting of human mobility, however,

the agent does not know i) its future locations and ii) that

of peers, and hence we need to rely on predictive models for

both. In addition, the daily mobility may not be stationary, and

thus, our models need to adapt to changes in mobility.

IV. CORE: REINFORCEMENT LEARNING OPTIMIZATION

The goal of each agent is to maximize successful connection

attempts while utilizing as much of the available budget

as possible. Thus, our connection attempt decision function

d(i, t) should be able to weigh the costs (risk of spent

budget for unsuccessful connections) and benefits (successful

connections) of a decision at the current and future times

within the day. Since future locations are unknown, the agent

should be able to predict its own future locations and that

of others to assess trade-offs at time t. Agents should also

adapt to changes in the daily mobility patterns. To tackle these

challenges, we propose a reinforcement learning approach,

named CORE, for the connection decision problem. CORE
learns to i) forecast the mobility of the current agent and that

of peers, and ii) optimally decide when and where to connect.

In reinforcement learning terms, the reward is computed im-

plicitly as connection success, states are derived from agents’

time, location, and models, and actions are attempts to connect.

A. Modeling and predicting agent mobility

Recall that an agent ai has full knowledge of its location

history Lt
i (or trajectory) and partial knowledge of those of

peers Lt
j , j ≤ N . We partition observations into daily trajec-

tories as a day is a natural resolution for recurrent mobility and

a full battery recharge. To model daily mobility D, we employ

a Gaussian Mixture (GM) to represent trajectories where each

component in the mixture represents a cluster of observed

histories. A GM model has a number of advantages: 1) it

unifies the representation of global and agent-level behavior, 2)

it represents spatio-temporal densities in temporally consistent

manner due to trajectory-level weightings, and 3) it allows for

efficient updates upon new observations.

Each cluster is a time series pair (µk,Σk), k = {1...K}
of mean locations µk = {µ(k,1)...µ(k,T )} and spatial covari-

ances Σk = {Σ(k,1)...Σ(k,T )}. We also maintain a per-cluster

weighting vector w ∈ [0, 1]K ,
∑

w = 1 modeling the fraction

of the population aligned to a cluster. This GM model can be

viewed as a time series of Gaussian mixtures where the weight

vector is conserved across time. Each agent maintains a GM

model of its view of the global mobility Dg
i (we will omit

the subscript when context allows), and also an agent-specific

GM of their own trajectories Dl
i.

The local and global GM models are employed to predict

densities at location l and time t interpreted as either a normal-

ized agent count in the case of Dg or a probability of presence

from the local model. This density is given by PD(l, t) =
∑

k wkP
D(l, t|k), where D is Dl or Dg and P (l, t|k) is the

Gaussian density according to the mean and variance for clus-

ter k at time t, P (x|k) = (2π|Σ|)−0.5 exp(0.5(x−µ)′Σ−1(x−
µ)). A single expected location can also be calculated. Since

these models represent trajectories through space-time, our

prediction of agent locations can be precise. Specifically, an

agent can infer its future location based on its history within

the current day and the model from prior days. The best-match

trajectory k is given as argmaxk
∏

τ<t P
Dl

(liτ , τ |k).

B. Mobility model updates.

Since we predict the mobility in an online manner, a key

challenge is to update the models both upon arrival of new

information as well as with changes of the underlying mobility

patterns. To this end, we need to devise updates to cluster

parameters based on new observations as well as procedures

for merger/birth of clusters.

Recall that D model mobility as GM model trajectories

which allow updates from single observations to incorporate

new information on the fly. This process entails updates to the

weight and distributional parameters of individual GM clusters

according to the likelihood of new observation belonging to

them. Updates of distributional parameters are equivalent to

maintaining the mean and covariance of a weighted stream,

for which we use a modified (for two dimensions and weights)

version of Welford’s algorithm [7], as follows:










































spk,t = spk,t + P (k|lt)

ω =
P (k|l)
spk,t

δl = l − µk,t

µk,t = µk,t + ωδl

Σk,t = (1− ω)Σk,t + ω(δl)(l − µk,t)
′,

(1)

where P (k|l) = P (l|k)wk∑
k
P (l|k)wk

via Bayes’ theorem and spk,t is

the aggregate weight for each path cluster k as observed at

time t. Cluster weights are then computed as wk =
∑

t
spk,t∑

k,t
spk,t

.

Context-dependent explicit updates are described next:

1) Updates upon a failed connection: When an agent

observes that there are no peers at the current location,



“nearby” clusters are weighted down based on a single ob-

servation “elsewhere”. Specifically, for clusters whose Maha-

lanobis distance (l− µ)′Σ−1(l− µ) exceeds a (γ−) threshold

on the χ2
2 distribution [29], we update aggregate weights

spk,t = spk,t − P (k|l), and consequently wk. The mean

and covariance parameters are not updated based on this type

of observation, as it simply boosts mass somewhere else as

opposed to change a particular location. Any local aggregate

weight is also bounded below by 0 to maintain interpretability

and consistency. We set closeness parameter γ− = 0.05%
(other values performed similarly in experiments).

2) Updates upon a successful connection: Upon a connec-

tion, agents exchange unknown information as (agent, time,

location) triples including the agent’s location history and

partial location histories of any contacted individuals within

a memory window of M past days. Each of these new point

observations is incorporated into Dg as described in Eq.1. New

information is maintained and exchanged further. In addition

to point-level data, information about a peer’s private model

is incorporated by adding clusters contained therein to the

receiving agent’s global model. This enriches the global cluster

model with additional possible trajectories, if those differ from

known behaviors. This exchange is done prior to incorporation

of point data to make sure that information corresponding to

a ”new” cluster is properly incorporated.

There are two update types: i) new cluster creation when

a new point does not fit into existing clusters and ii) cluster

merging when a new cluster aligns well with an existing one.

2.1) New cluster creation. Changes in mobility or novel obser-

vations may not fit existing clusters (we quantify goodness of

fit by the threshold γ− defined above). In this case we create

a new “constant” trajectory representing a stationary position,

i.e., µk,t is the current location for all t and a default Σ (set

to the identity in synthetic data).

2.2) Cluster merging. To maintain a sparse and informative

model, clusters may need to be combined if i) they

are sufficiently close or ii) the overall model grows

too large, forcing merger of ”closest” clusters (we set

the maximum cluster count to 20). Cluster proximity is

measured via time-aggregated Bhattacharyya distance DB =
∑

t
1
8 (µ1,t − µ2,t)

′Σ−1
t (µ1,t − µ2,t)−

1
2 ln(

detΣt

detΣ1,t detΣ2,t
),

with Σt = 0.5(Σ1,t + Σ2,t). When DB is below a pre-

determined threshold (or when the number of existing clusters

exceeds the prescribed maximum), pairs of close clusters are

merged. Upon merger, we create a new Gaussian cluster with

the following parameters:
{

µ∗ = w1µ1 + w2µ2

Σ∗ = w1Σ1 + w2Σ2 + w1µ
′
1µ1 + w2µ

′
2µ2 − µ∗′µ∗,

(2)

where w1 and w2 are the weights of the two clusters normal-

ized by their sum, w1 + w2 = 1. Other quantities, including

aggregate observed weights sp, are also combined.

3) End-of-day updates for Dl. The newly observed agent’s

daily trajectory xi is employed to update the local mobility

model Dli , similar to the single-observation updates: for each

Algorithm 1 CORE (Connection decision at time t)

Require: Time t, location lt, budget bt, local Dl and global Dg models,
Require: Exploration controls (CORE-Now, CORE-later) and rate ǫ

1: Compute prob. of future locations PDl
(l, τ), ∀τ ∈ [t+ 1, T ], ∀l

2: for τ = 1 . . . (T − t) do

3: Rf [τ ]←
∑

l P
Dl

(l, t+ τ)Dg(l, t+ τ) + CI(α) ∗ σ(t+ τ)
4: end for

5: Sort Rf in descending order
6: Rt ← Dg(lt, t)
7: DECISION ← Rt >= Rf [bt]
8: if CORE-Now and rand < ǫ then DECISION ← True
9: if CORE-Later and rand < ǫ then DECISION ← False

10: if DECISION then

11: Attempt Connection
12: if Successful Connection then

13: Absorb Dl from peer into Dg

14: Merge clusters in Dg as necessary (IV.B.2.2)
15: Update Dg with new data from peer (IV.B.2)
16: else

17: Do a ”failed” connection update for lt (IV.B.1)
18: end if

19: end if

20: if t ≡ T then

21: End-of-day update of Dl (IV.B.3)
22: Decay Dg - multiply all spk,t by β
23: end if

xi,t we update µk,t and Σk,t of all clusters. If xi is a poor fit

to Dli (based on sum of the Mahalanobis distance compared

to the appropriate χ2
2∗T statistic and closeness γ−) the agent

creates a new cluster µK+1 = xi with a default ΣK+1.

C. Reinforcement learning (RL) for connection decisions

Non-stationarity, incomplete observations about peers and

limited battery on smartphones all present challenges for

employing traditional predictive methods. In addition, suc-

cessful adaptation to changes hinges on collecting sufficient

observations after behavioral shifts and requires connection

attempts at low-likelihood (w.r.t. the current model) spatio-

temporal locations. This trade-off between exploration and tar-

get optimization exploitation, is the purview of Reinforcement

Learning (RL) algorithms and hence we model our agents’

connection decision function as an RL process.

While the long-term goal of agents is to optimize total

connections, the immediate reward for a decision is the success

of the connection attempt. We quantify the expected reward

via the probability of encountering other agents PDg

(l, t). An

agent’s action (the decision to connect) impacts the available

budget and the total reward, as it reduces the budget for

possible future connections. An effective decision function

must balance this opportunity cost with current reward. Our

decision is contextual, where context is inferred from the

agent’s mobility models and current location.

1) The CORE Algorithm. We outline the steps of CORE
in Alg. 1. At a given time t an agent makes a decision on

whether to attempt a connection (Steps 1-9) and updates model

parameters based on the outcome (Steps 10-20). The key idea

behind making a decision is to compare the expected reward

for an immediate connection Rt with those in future time steps

Rf . Given a remaining budget of bt connections, an attempt



Function Parameters Description

CORE α Confidence bound on Rf (Alg. 1, Step 3)

CORE-Now α, ǫ Early random exploration (Alg. 1, Step 8)

CORE-Later α, ǫ Early random wait (Alg. 1, Step 9)

TABLE II: Summary of alternative decision functions.

at time t is reward-optimal if Rt exceeds the expected reward

of the bt-th best future time point Rf [bt] (Step 7).

Estimating the reward Rf for future connection requires

both estimates of the future spatio-temporal density of peers

and the agent’s own future locations (Step 3). Since future

location predictions through D are uncertain, we employ a

confidence interval estimate to account for anticipated variance

in Rf . Specifically, we compute PDl

-weighted mean and

variance of Dg at t; CI(α) is the corresponding value from the

standard normal distribution, indicating the confidence interval

bound. Different choices of α or exploration strategies (Steps

8, 9) yield different families of decision functions.

The result of a connection attempt informs the agent’s

mobility model updates based on both the new observation

about the presence/absence of peers at (lt, t) as well as addi-

tional observations collected by the peer in previous exchanges

(Steps 12-18). An important consideration in RL models is

the learning rate for updating the reward function based on

new data. For CORE, this is controlled by two memory

parameters: (i) agent memory M which specifies the number

of days to keep past observations from exchanges and (ii) the

model persistence controlled by a decay parameter β, which

multiplies cluster spk,t weights at the end of the day (step

22), preserving cluster relative weights wk. This parameter is

inversely related to the traditional learning rate - a lower β
means less weight on an existing model and therefore more

on newly arriving information.

Complexity discussion: Model updates are the costliest steps in

CORE. Since we store the inverse covariance matrix, point up-

dates require exponentiation of a small matrix-vector product.

Cluster mergers come at a higher cost which can be controlled

via various parameters to limit energy usage. In terms of

memory, storing all observations from a fixed past window

requires at most O(MTN) storage in an ideal scenario with

all potential connections realized. The local and global models

require O(KT ) storage for storing means, variances, and time-

specific weights for a maximum of K clusters. Choosing a low

(potentially heterogeneous) spatio-temporal resolution while

maintaining high connectivity success can enable significant

reductions of the required storage.

2) Decision Functions. The exploration switches (CORE-

Now,CORE-Later), exploration rate ǫ and the future confi-

dence interval α = 0.5 allow for the configuration of several

families of decision functions summarized in Tbl. II. Setting

α = 0.5 eliminates prediction uncertainty and effectively

results in a greedy RL approach, while lower or higher α allow

for lower/higher confidence in future predictions. To configure

an ǫ-greedy RL approach, we allow exploration by taking an

action regardless of state (Steps 8,9) with a rate of ǫ. We

can prioritize early attempts (connect Now) or later attempts

Event Power (mW) STD ∆T (h) STD % Battery STD

Connect 1.1330e+3 58.01 0.0022 1.842e-4 0.0215 0.0011

Send 2.3406e+3 104.95 2.056e-5 3.020e-7 8.30e-10 4.02e-11

TABLE III: Power draw, duration and percentage battery drain per byte to
connect and send data. Energy for receiving data is negligible (omitted).

(connect Later) or inform when to explore based on statistics

from past observations. Different values of α can be combined

with ǫ for CORE-Now or CORE-Later.

D. Realistic budget based on battery drain

In deriving CORE we made a simplifying assumption that

the budget B is specified in terms of number of connection

attempts and that all connection attempts and information

exchanges have a fixed battery cost. This assumption might not

hold for real-world exchanges. In addition battery expenditure

(as %) would be a more user-friendly parameter on devices

running CORE as opposed to connection attempts. Hence,

we next discuss how to augment our protocol to allow for

measurement-based realistic cost in terms of battery drain.

We first measure the connection and exchange costs as

%-age of battery drain for Android devices establishing a

connection over Wi-Fi Direct. Then we discuss the necessary

changes to our protocol to specify % battery as budget. Note

that our choice of Android devices using Wi-Fi Direct is for

demonstration and evaluation purposes (see §V Fig. 3). In

real deployments, one can estimate device-specific costs and

consider alternative (or even multiple) radio connectivity such

as Bluetooth and multi-peer connectivity for Apple devices.

To estimate connection and exchange costs, we use one

Motorola G(6) and one Samsung Galaxy 5 Duos smartphone

running a simple Wi-Fi Direct app. The Samsung is connected

to a Monsoon power monitor, bypassing the battery, so we can

measure the energy consumption of the device. We measure

the required power to i) Connect and ii) Send data to a peer.

Tbl. III presents average and standard deviation over 10 runs

for power draw, duration and % battery discharge per byte,

which we use in our experimentation.

Modifying CORE to admit variable connection costs con-

sists of two components. First, we must compute actual

exchange cost and decrease the budget by exact non-integer

amounts, instead of simply in units, after any successful

connection. Second, we need to adjust the anticipated number

of remaining connections at any decision point by dividing

the available power budget by an expected cost. This ex-

pected cost can be estimated using the same streaming mean

computation as the trajectory cluster means described in the

previous section. Each agent stores this expected connection

cost Cexp locally, and updates it with the computed cost of

every connection attempt. We can then modify the total daily

budget B to be a battery percentage, and the remaining number

of connections becomes bt = B/Cexp.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental setup

1) Synthetic mobility traces. To evaluate the impact of

modeling decisions in CORE, we generate synthetic data
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T90

Pre 7 1 12 12 6 7 1 1

Post 12 1 7 11 6 6 2 1

FCm
Pre 0.64 0.32 0.67 0.62 0.74 0.66 0.21 0.51

Post 0.72 0.33 0.68 0.68 0.77 0.71 0.21 0.51

(b) Metrics before (Pre) and after (Post) the shift at day 30

Fig. 2: (a) Comparison of CORE’s quality (FC) with different decision
functions and Random and Preset baselines (B = 10 for all methods).

from trajectory model with controllable agent co-location

over time. Agent daily trajectories are sampled from proba-

bilistic GM trajectories models similar to those we employ

in CORE. We generate k = 3 global GM clusters with

independent, manually-generated (µk,Σk), representing large-

scale mobility patterns within a 50 × 50 grid. The 3 global

proto-trajectories are designed to represent typical global daily

behavior: (1) an early-day static location with large variance

(≈ 7I) representing multiple “home” locations, (2) a mid-

day location with small (≈ I) variance (“work place”), and

(3) a return to home via a set of locations with mid-to-large

variance. Global trajectories are designed to overlap at various

points during the day. Each agent randomly draws two of the

global clusters. A sample daily trajectory is then generated by

drawing a sample x from one of the agent’s clusters and adding

user-specific variance controlled by a parameter σself , which

we vary in Fig. 5(a). Overlap between agents can come from

either a shared global cluster or from intersections between

global paths. Unless otherwise specified, data is ”hourly” (i.e.

T = 24), we simulate 30 agents over a 100 × 100 grid, and

σself = 0. To evaluate cold start learning and adaptation to

changes, we also introduce a shift in the underlying mobility

at day 30 where the “work place” location in two of the

global clusters changes along with the timing of the simulated

workday in those clusters. This affects the mobility patterns

of agents which “subscribe” to these global clusters.

2) Real-world mobility traces. We employ the Yonsei

Lifemap trace [10] from CRAWDAD and a trace from Uber-

Media, (ubermedia.com). Yonsei contains observed locations

for nine users from Yonsei University in Korea with shared

observation period of 63 days. To create uniform daily sampled

location, we interpolate hourly locations based on the closest

available user locations. We remove days in which users do not

collocate. To enable a longer learning window, we randomly

re-sample and “replay” full daily histories for all users, creat-

ing a 250-day evaluation trace. The UberMedia data contains
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Fig. 3: (left) Performance of CORE (α = 0.5) over variable battery budget
% and (right) corresponding metrics. Daily time points T = 144

daily mobility of phones visiting a downtown area in the US

with state public offices. We select the subset of 50 devices

with the most location updates spanning February through

April of 2020. Locations are averaged over all available reads

within an hour, and aligned to a 600m grid. Locations at hours

with no observations are interpolated as in Yonsei.

3) Evaluation metrics. Our primary metric is the Fraction of

ideal Connections (FC) per agent, defined as the fraction of

successful from all possible connections, based on actual co-

locations of peers capped by the available budget. This metric

is the larger of precision (true positives over all selections)

and recall (selected positives over all positives) due to the

budget bound on the denominator. The quantity 1− FC is a

daily measure of the regret in RL, i.e. the difference from an

optimal agent. The maximum attained value of FC is denoted

by FCm. Due to the variability of this statistic, we present

FCm as the maximum over five-day moving averages.

We can describe the learning rate in terms of FC’s evolution

over time. The metric Tpct is the number of days needed to

achieve a fixed percentage pct of FCm. To quantify CORE’s

ability to learn from a “cold start” and after a shift in mobility

patterns (generated at day 30 of our traces), we notate Tpct

and FCm before the shift as Pre-shift and after it as Post-shift.

B. Effect of the decision function, memory and budget

We first evaluate CORE for varying key parameters. Unless

stated otherwise, we set β = 0.8, M = 2 and B = 10
connections. Presented results are averages of five runs.

1) Effect of the decision function. Fig. 2 compares the

performance of CORE’s variants employing decision func-

tions from Sec. IV-C.2, and two baselines: Random which

attempts B = 10 connections at random times; and Preset

which attempts connections every two hours (starting hour 4
of the day). Quality differences among variants of CORE are

subtle but informative. In the basic CORE decision function

(no exploration), confidence bound of α = 75% seems to

be optimal compared to a simpler mean-comparison approach

(α = 0.5) or lower confidence (α = 0.25) which performs

close to Random. Increasing the confidence to α = 0.9 is

too ”conservative” and leads to slow learning. Introducing

exploration as opposed to greedy decisions improves perfor-

mance noticeably. In particular, early exploration by CORE-

Now outperforms all alternatives, while delayed exploration by

CORE-Later performs on par with the best basic approach

CORE, α = 0.5. The Random and Preset baselines perform

significantly worse than the best variants of CORE.
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Fig. 4: Effect of model decay β (a) and memory M (b) on the successful connections. Panels (c) and (d) present effects of both parameters on the learning
rates (T90) at the beginning of the experiment (Pre) and after a mid-stream behavioral shift (Post). Panels (e) and (f) show the effects of both parameters on
maximal achieved connectivity FCm under Pre and Post regimes.

Notably CORE-Now reaches 90% of its peak FCm in as

few as 6 days both before (Pre) and (After) the shift in mobility

at day 30. (Cols T90 in Fig. 2). Its performance peaks at over

74% (Pre) and 77% (Post) of the maximal possible connec-

tions given sufficient time to learn the underlying mobility

model. This performance is aided by CORE-Now’s stochastic

exploration which unlike a fixed method does not get stuck

into a sub-optimal decision regime when information about

alternatives is limited. CORE-Later which has an implicit

preference for attempts later in the day when initial attempts

fail is also slow to learn after change points. Random and

Preset’s quality in comparison is limited as they do not model

and learn the underlying mobility.

2) Connection budget. Another important question is: What

is a sufficient battery budget for attaining high levels of

FC? A greater budget allows for more information gain via

exchanges among agents and our goal in the next experiment

is to quantify the relationship between battery percentage

dedicated to peer connections and the attained FC. We estimate

the actual battery drain for each exchange (both connection

and data transfer) using our Android-based cost model from

Sec. IV-D. Fig. 3 demonstrates that higher budget enables not

only higher connectivity, but also a greater learning rate, i.e.

faster convergence to FCm. In particular a budget of 20%
leads to success in almost all connection opportunities, while

10% budget peaks at FCm = 0.67. In settings of limited co-

location of agents (fewer opportunities to connect) it makes

sense to increase the budget initially to enable some exchanges

to happen and bootstrap learning. Additionally, higher budgets

allow for consistent performance while lower ones results in

larger variance. CORE is able to quickly recover from the

mid-point shift at day thirty across battery budgets, but more

so with higher budget allocations.

3) Memory and model decay. An important aspect of CORE
is its ability to adjust to evolving mobility, which is controlled

by the amount of observations used for training (i.e. memory

M ) and the amount of ”inertia” or weight given to a trained

model (i.e. decay β). Fig. 4 shows the impact of these parame-

ters, with an emphasis on the shift in agent mobility at day 30.

While cold-start performance is similar for all β in Fig. 4(a)

due to a lack of model to persist, the inertia of an outdated

model with mobility change (day 30) shows that higher β
takes longer to recover. Too low β means minimal learning

is retained, which deteriorates the overall performance. Thus,

β selection should balance the tradeoff between insufficient

learning (low β) and outdated models (high β). Larger memory

M is consistently beneficial according to Fig. 4(b). A large

memory is also beneficial for learning based on both T90 (Figs.

4(c), 4(d)) and FCm (Figs. 4(e), 4(f)). These figures also

demonstrate the effects of β, which serves to improve learning

rate and particularly the recovery from a behavioral shift (Fig.

4(d)) via faster clearing of outdated models. FCm shows that

an optimum β exists regardless of M , as in previous figures

- greater model retention is only helpful up to a point, after

which learning is inhibited.

C. Effect of the underlying mobility and population size

We next evaluate CORE’s performance for varying agent

mobility dynamics and population size. Intuitively, more stable

individual trajectories mean more reliable information from

exchanges. Fig. 5(a), shows that increasing the variance of

single-agent behavior from 0 to 5 leads to paths that are harder

to learn and take longer to reach a high FC. The data shift at

day 30 in our synthetic examples does not have an observable

effect for larger variances, as the lower consistency of mobility

leads is comparable to changes incurred by the shift.

In Fig. 5(b) we consider the impact of the number of

agents N on the performance of CORE. With higher N
the availability of partners, and thus, “mixing”, increases.

Additionally, as demonstrated before, more data availability

leads to faster learning, which results in lower T90 for larger

agent pools. Learning occurs among as few as 10 agents.

The global trajectories’ interactions play a role in agent

effectiveness. More intersection between clusters means more

opportunity for agents from different clusters to encounter

each other, leading to more learning. Fig. 5(c) explores this

by varying the overlap of spatiotemporal locations, between

pairs of global trajectories. The trajectories for this plot are

randomly generated and are therefore more chaotic. Less pat-

terned behavior leads to higher difficulty in learning, however

an upward trend is still visible (in fact, T90 = 1 for all settings

here). Variability in connectivity with global trajectory overlap

indicates that agents do not connect only with those on the

same global trajectory (the number of those is, on average,

fixed across settings).

D. Performance on real-world traces

We first evaluate CORE’s behavior on the Yonsei mobility

trace (Fig. 6(a)). As we observed in synthetic traces, effective

learning hinges on mobility consistency and large populations
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for mixing. The Yonsei trace with only 9 users and large vari-

ance in individual mobility presents a particularly challenging

case even after re-sampling of full days. Nevertheless, CORE
exhibits promising behavior in this data. Fig. 6 compares the

performance of two variants of CORE and two baselines with

an available budget of B = 10 connections (out of T = 24
time points). An immediate takeaway is the importance of

coordination: Random connection decisions perform poorly,

even compared to attempts that are timed arbitrarily but

synchronously across agents (Preset).

Consistent with observations on synthetic traces, CORE-

Now with ǫ = 0.1 performs better among the two variants of

CORE. Random early exploration allows for faster recovery

upon changes in mobility as accumulated information from

peers allows all agents to target advantageous times. Short-

term learning and recovery is visible even with consistently

”near-perfect” performance: after dips in FC due to mobility

changes, CORE-Now recovers to nearly FC=1. The worst

performer on Yonsei is the basic decision function: CORE,

α = 0.6. By default, CORE’s decision function is con-

servative with its agent budget. Limited early connections,

combined with high variance of individual agents renders basic

CORE’s conservative lack of exploration disadvantageous.

Results on UberMedia are presented in Fig. 6(b). For

reasons similar to those presented in Yonsei, random and

preset connection schemes underperform. Likewise, perfor-

mance for CORE, α=0.5 is weak, due to its conservative

strategy coupled with a lack of explicit exploration leading

to missed connection opportunities. Once again we observe

a good performance from the early exploration CORE-Now,

with clear learning trends over the period as agents accumulate

observations. CORE-Later performs worse, CORE-Now, but

still exhibits a clear upward trend over the period of analysis.

To further investigate the impact of exploration in a chal-

lenging setting, we introduce an additional learning approach:

CORE-Dyn. This method is similar to CORE-Now, how-

ever ǫ varies depending on the observation history as ǫt =
min(0.4, st/ft∗0.4), where st and ft are successful and failed

connection attempts at time t, respectively, from previous days.

In this way, the agent further “explores” promising time steps

while avoiding times of past failed connections, independent

of the location. CORE-Dyn learns faster than CORE-Now

initially and their performance equalizes after a period of time.

These data straddle the beginning of the COVID-19 pan-

demic. In NY, a state of emergency was declared on March

7 and a stay-at-home order on March 22. CORE-Now and

CORE-Dyn experience a mild decline in performance, yet

all CORE approaches show stabilization and beginnings of

adaptation to the new regime by the end of the analysis period.

Further refinement of the decision function as well as mod-

eling parameters are likely to allow for further improvement,

though a detailed examination on this particular dataset is

outside the scope of this work. As a simple direction, we

can modify the randomness of the CORE-Now approach

over time, reducing the ǫ parameter to target exploitation of

learned patterns after early exploration has yielded meaningful

information (i.e. time-evolving exploration). Another possible

modification is inspired by a visible periodicity of the per-

formance in Fig. 6(b): the dips in performance every 7 days

correspond to weekends when agents are unlikely to visit their

office locations. Modifying the predictive model to explicitly

account for different regimes (possibly based on attempts early

in the day) may yield better performance on these off-days.

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduced an adaptive and distributed protocol, named

CORE, with the objective to maximize peer-to-peer con-

nectivity in WANETs based on reinforcement learning. Our

protocol addresses an important challenge in ad hoc net-

works of smaprtphones, namely, a predictive and energy-

aware data link layer based on modeling human mobility

using partial knowledge. CORE models individual and global

mobility based on partial historical location observations and

incorporates predictions of these models into a reinforcement

learning framework capable of on-the-fly decision making

regarding when and where to scan for peers. We evaluated



our model in both simulated and real-world mobility traces

and demonstrated that agents are able to materialize 95%
of the maximum possible connection opportunities using at

most 20% of the phone battery for discovery and exchange.

CORE can serve as a foundation for a plethora of distributed

applications such as disaster response, activist coordination

and information access in disconnected areas.

The CORE approaches presented in this work yield

promising results but they also present a variety of natural

extensions for future work. In particular, we can consider

varying the decision function to more intelligently capitalize

on the need to explore in variable settings. This can be

a CORE-Now implementation with ǫ that varies based on

time, potentially through tracking the number of (successful)

attempts at that point. Additionally, there may be value in ad-

justing the reward function altogether to account for different

potential connection targets. For the information-dissemination

application described herein, it is beneficial to connect to

as wide a variety of other agents as possible; encoding this

concept of variety in the reward is likely to yield a more

effective system in that regard.
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